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How are you hoping to drive          
innovation across the gaming  industry          

with  the launch of Yggdrasil’s Publishing division?
In today’s competitive environment, it’s important  
Yggdrasil can continue to disrupt the market and find  
value propositions that allow us to scale our operations  
and accelerate businesses strategies, in collaboration  
with our partners.

Within the Publishing division, we currently have  
three value propositions. The first is YG game IP. This is  
where we license out game assets for distribution to  
retail, land-based environments and social casino segments  
to mention a few examples. The second is YG Masters, a  
leading programme for game developers and game studios     
where they can realise their business growth  
strategy through our global distribution channels. 

The third is YG Franchise. This is the industry-first  
white-label franchise offering that provides an opportunity  
for studios, developers, operators and any other industry  
player to license all and any element of our widely  
accepted and proven technology. 

Our franchise value proposition allows partners  
to cost-effectively step up, launch and operate  
their own B2B gaming operations, taking their new  
online gaming development business strategy  
to the next level.

What new technologies are used within the             
Publishing division’s market strategy and how 
does this support your value propositions?
From a commercial and operational perspective, the 
industry needs what we have seen: a faster, highly 
scalable and efficient path to realise business 
strategies, all in global collaboration with local 
revenue growth potential. 

We address these business ecosystem needs through 
our disruptive technology GATI (Games Adaptation Tool 
and Interface). This is a pre-configured regulation-ready 
development toolkit that enables studio and game 
developers to use standardised technology solutions  
to develop games anywhere in the world.

This means our partners can source, build and distribute     
content and crucially accelerate global reach, finding  
new ways to increase revenues, all using one  
standardised interface. 

Using GATI, our global partners will be able to build  
game engines in any way, any language and set up  
motion tools and take control of their roadmap, retaining  
their IP in a more secure and reliable manner. 

How important is cross collaboration within  
the industry?
Any of our global YG Franchise and Masters partners  
can cross collaborate with each other through GATI and  
share their respective game roadmaps in an efficient  
manner. This is a unique way to rapidly sustain distribution  
and revenue opportunities while enabling completely  
new ways of working and collaborating. We’re really  
taking the scale of business opportunities to the 
next level.

It’s important for us to stand out from the rest of the  
market. We pride ourselves on innovating in all areas with 
a very high-quality demand. We have a firm player-centric 
development focus and, in combination with our global 
partners, we can address our customers’ real needs. 

How can Yggdrasil and other suppliers best overcome  
the coronavirus crisis?
I really must say we’re very fortunate that our industry is  
very digital, and the majority of our employees are working  
from home today. I am grateful to see how well everything  
has been working out from a productivity and output 
perspective. Our employees and their families’ health and  
safety have always been of the utmost importance to us. 

What we all need to think of here is we have a responsibility  
to follow the guidelines on responsible gaming and that’s  
so important because it has to do with the reputation of  
our industry, that we continue to be very mature and 
professional in how we roll out our products, solutions  
and advertisements during these challenging times. 
We will continue following regulatory guidelines 100%.
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